Abstract. Multidimensional text data contains both structured attributes and unstructured text. Unlike the traditional numerical data, it is not straightforward to apply online analytical processing on multidimensional text data. Although some OLAP methods such as topic cube have been proposed in order to effectively utilize its structured information and valuable text data, these methods cant tell the relations of topic words. Considering that topics usually consist of several subtopics and each subtopic usually contains some topic words, we here use a topic network manner, in which related topic words are connected, to express the complex relations of topics. This paper introduces a new concept of topic network cube to perform OLAP analysis on multidimensional text databases. Firstly, we propose a method called GL-LDA based on Gibbs sampling outputs of Labeled LDA to measure the relations between topic words. Secondly, we give a storage model of topic network cube which can efficiently generate topic network using GL-LDA. Thirdly, we show how to perform OLAP analysis on topic network cube. Experimental results show that we can analyze multidimensional text databases in different granularity easily and effectively using just a few simple SQL statements, and the output network provides rich and useful information of topics.
Introduction
Online analytical processing (OLAP) [1] is an important technology to analyze large amount of multidimensional data in different granularity. In recent years, OLAP has been extended from the traditional numerical data to many new domains, such as text data [2, 3] , graph data [4, 5] and spatial data [6] . A multidimensional text database refers to data records with both unstructured text data and other structured attributes, with the unstructured text data containing valuable information to be discovered. Text cube [2] is a good attempt to model multidimensional text data for OLAP. The measures of a text cube include term frequency (TF) and inverted index (IV). These two measures can be efficiently computed and one can easily find the most frequent terms or do information retrieval jobs by these two measures.
Topic modeling is a popular way to discover topics hidden in a large amount of documents. Although one can use methods like PLSA [7] (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) or LDA [8] (Latent Dirichlet Analysis) for untagged documents or use Labeled LDA [9] for tagged documents to find topic terms, it is not straightforward to integrate these algorithms into OLAP, because when OLAP query changes, involved document sets may also change, therefor we should rerun these algorithms to get a probabilistic topic model, which is very time consuming. Topic cube [3] combines OLAP with probabilistic topic modeling. To partly relieve the time consuming problem discussed above, topic cube proposes a heuristic method to choose a good starting point for iteration in Expectation-Maximization (EM) stage of PLSA model to reduce iteration times. Topic cube extends the traditional data cube to cope with a topic hierarchy and stores probabilistic content measures of text documents learned through a PLSA model. For example, for the topic of "equipment problems" during January 1999 in NASA's aviation safety reports (ASRS), it stores a probabilistic term list like "engine 0.104, pressure 0.029, oil 0.023, checklist 0.022, hydraulic 0.020..." showing that engine and oil pressure are the main reasons of equipment problems. Since PLSA and LDA are both unsupervised algorithms, it is a human work to capture the exact meaning of the extracted topics. Supervised topic models [9, 10] effectively utilize documents' tag information and can directly get a probabilistic word distribution of a specific topic. Supervised LDA [10] is applicable to single-label documents, and Labeled LDA [9] works better on multi-label documents. Thus for a multidimensional multi-label text database, we can use Labeled LDA instead of PLSA to avoid the topic align issue. Our work is based on Labeled LDA, and we use a graphical view to show the relations of topic words.
Considering that a topic usually consists of several subtopics, it would be a good approach to construct a topic network in which related words are connected to express its complex characteristics. In a topic network, words with strong connections may form into communities, and community structures may reflect the complex relations among words. This graphical form of topic words provides an intuitive and effective information for analyzers. On the other hand, word connections may provide extra information while lack of them may lead to difficulties in understanding. For example, it would be quite confusing to see a word "first" appears in the topic of "equipment problem", however, when it connects to "officer", we will see at once that it is referring to the second pilot. Here we present a new concept of "topic network cube" to distinguish it from "topic cube" discussed in [3] . A topic network cube can cope with a topic hierarchy and it stores a topic network, i.e. probabilistic measures among words for a specific topic, while "topic cube" only stores a list of terms with probabilistic measures. Figure 1 is an illustration of a topic network cube. It is about "weather" for ASRS reports of all airports in January 2013. There are three subtopics in this network: wind, ice and cloud. Comparing to the previous probabilistic term list, the topic network way clearly has a better visual effect and contains richer information. Query conditions can change on any dimensions, such as time from January 2013 to the 1st quarter of 2013, or topic from weather to physical environment. When query conditions change, the topic network must also change to answer the query. Since the topic network cube is completely different from the numerical data cube, it is not that easy to do multi-scale analysis on it. The main content of this paper is about how to construct a topic network cube, how to store it, and how to do multi-scale or OLAP analysis on it.
Probabilistic measurement of topic words
Suppose we have 10 topic words discovered by a topic model, then how to measure their correlation? Should they all be connected? Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) is a good way of evaluating word correlations. It was first introduced into natural language processing (NLP) by Church [11] , and got good performance in word association [11] and synonym recognition task [12] . Smith et al. [13] compute PMI value between top n word pairs for each topic and connect frequent co-occurrence words according to their PMI value to construct a network for each topic. In their work, PMI calculation is a separate part from the topic model, therefore the value is a global correlation between two words, not for a specific topic. If documents scale is not large enough, PMI will be unreliable because of data sparsity [14] . Since the documents scale we processed is not that large, PMI would not be a good solution for us. However, inspired by the idea used in PMI that counting the co-occurrence times of two words in a window, in our previous work, we incorporate PMI into Labeled LDA model, called PL-LDA (Pointwise Labeled LDA) [15] to compute the conditional joint probability of two words for a specific topic, say p(w i , w j |k).
Although PL-LDA is a feasible way to compute probabilistic measurements of word pairs for a given topic, it is not applicable to OLAP operations because it costs much more time than Labeled LDA for its larger size corpus. Not only that, when query condition changes, the involved documents set changes too, thus we must rerun PL-LDA to get a new probabilistic measurement of word pairs. Is it possible to compute the conditional joint probabilities with only the original documents? Usually for the outputs of LDA or Labeled LDA, researchers mainly focus on the word-topic matrix φ and topic-document matrix θ. As for the gibbs sampling outputs, got little concerned. Actually, the gibbs sampling outputs mark each word a topic, and can be thought as a joint distribution of word W and topic Z. According to this assumption, p(w i |z k ) can then be evaluated. And based on the assumption that frequently co-occurred words may be highly correlated, p(w j |w i , z k ) can also be evaluated. Then by the rule of Bayesian conditional probability, the joint probability distribution p(w i , w j |z k ) can be obtained by multiplying them. As this method uses gibbs sampling outputs of Labeled LDA, we call it GL-LDA [16] where G stands for gibbs sampling.
The following is an example of gibbs sampling output of an ASRS report (No. 1058455) with topic "Aircraft Equipment Problem Critical". Stop words together with symbols and numbers are dropped in preprocess, and are marked with strikethrough. Red italic words are about topic "Aircraft Equipment Problem Critical", while blue bold words are about "general". Sometimes the word landing is put into the general topic, sometimes it is put into another, and this is just a reflection of probabilistic annotation.
After takeoff got a LE FLAP ASYM. An Emergency was declared for a non normal flap configuration landing. An approach and landing was made at the departure airport. Over weight landing of 6;500 lbs. was completed with a 150 feet VS or less per/min. No evacuation; no injuries; and no fire.
According to Bayesian rules, P(t, s|k) = P(t|k) * P(s|k, t), where P(t|k) is the word topic matrix, and is evaluated by,
where
is the times that word t is annotated as topic k, β t is the prior probability of word t, and V is the vocabulary size. When word t is annotated as topic k, other words appearing in its 2L-size window can be thought as co-occurred with it, thus the conditional probability P(s|k, t) can be evaluated by:
where n
is the times that word s appears in the 2L-size window of word t annotated as topic k. If n
is stored in the computing stage of Labeled LDA, a matrix of K by V 2 is needed, which may be too large for ordinary PC memory. Instead, we store the gibbs sampling outputs in a database, and use its self-join operation to calculate n
Our previous experiments [16] show that if the involved documents number is large, the result of GL-LDA is almost the same as the result of PL-LDA. Furthermore, we only run Labeled LDA once to get its gibbs sampling outputs, and it is all the stuff we need. Therefore, GL-LDA is a better solution for OLAP.
Storage model of topic network cube

Storage model
As an example, the storage model of topic network cube for ASRS reports are illustrated in figure 2. The right part (pink area) is mainly for data storage, and the left part (light blue area) is mainly for query. In the right part, the Words table stores the gibbs sampling outputs of Labeled LDA for all documents, including document ID, offset (the position of a word in the document), the word itself, and the topic ID which it is marked. The WordABK figure 3 . There are 22 topics in our experiment, and are grouped into 7 categories. The left part is used for query and statistics. The yellow thick arrow shows the dependencies of these tables. For example, when query condition changes, the SearchDocuments table will select records from the Documents table to meet the conditions. 
Topic network construction
A topic network uses a graphical view to express the topic words and their relations, words with higher probability reflect some interesting aspects of the topic, and word pairs (<t, s>) with higher probability reflect their correlations, so the topic network consists of these two parts. Algorithm 1 shows how to construct a text network for a given topic.
Algorithm 1: Input: topic id k Output: a topic network <V, E> of k, where V and E are vertices and edges. A topic network about "Aircraft Equipment Problem Critical" of year 2013 for all airports is shown in figure 4 . In the network, the red color words are topic words in set A, and their fonts are in ratio with their probabilities. The other words are blue. We use smaller fonts to distinguish them from the red ones. The topic network well exhibits the topic words distribution and their relations, and word pairs also provide interesting information, such as engine shutdown, engine failure, overweight landing etc. Some words are not connected to the main component, but they also provide some useful information, such as hydraulic system, EICAS (Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System) message etc. In addition, there are some clusters in figure  4 , such as flight / aircraft / maintenance about aircraft maintenance, and enginee / emergency / landing / airport about emergency landing.
OLAP on topic network cube
Unlike an ordinary data cube, the data in topic network cube could not be aggregated directly, then how to do multi-scale analysis on it? What would the topic network be when query conditions are changed? All the dimensions in topic network cube can be divided into two categories: the first is ordinary dimensions such as time and location, and the second is topic dimensions as shown in figure 3. 
Multi-scale analysis on ordinary dimensions
When query conditions about ordinary dimensions are changed, the involved documents are also changed. For example, suppose we are analyzing all documents of year 2013 currently, and next we want to drill-down through time dimension and only analyze the 4th quarter of this year, then only the documents reported in the 4th quarter should be considered. Because topic words stored in After refilling, the other two tables WordTopicProb and WordPairTopicProb should also be refilled using the method discussed in section 3.1, with only the difference that adding "where documentid in (select documentid from searchdocuments)" in its where clause. For convenience, we create two procedures to refill these two tables (see Appendix A.1-3). Note that content of tables in the pink part does not change, which means that Labeled LDA never needs to be recalculated again. When rolling up or drilling down through topic dimensions, since topic words stored in the light blue part tables are about all topics, their contents are still usable, and we only need to search topic words from them. For example, suppose we are now analyzing the topic "Equipment problem critical", and next we want to analyze a higher level topic of "Equipment problem", what we need to do is only using "topicid in (1, 2) " instead of "topicid = 1" in algorithm 1, where 1 is the topicid of "Equipment problem critical", and 2 is the topicid of "Equipment problem less sever".
Multi-scale analysis on topic dimensions
For convenience, we create a procedure proc gennetwork as listed in appendix A.4. For example, if we want to get the topic network about "Equipment problem" in year 2013, we only need to run the procedure exec proc gennetwork '1,2' , and the outputs are shown in figure 6 . The upper part is the node table, and the lower part is the edge table. To make a better effect in visualization, we set the font size of nodes and the width of edges according to their probabilities. In the node table, T0 to T22 indicates which topics a word may belong to, such as word "maintenance" belongs to topic 1 and 2. Its corresponding number of 5 and 12 means that it has 5 connections to topic 1 and 12 connections to topic 2. With these 2 numbers, we can use a pie chart in a visualization software to express its overlapping feature, as shown in figure 7 . Figure 7 is the topic network of "Equipment problem" in year 2013 for all airports, in which the blue lines are about "Equipment Problem Critical", and the red lines are about "Equipment Problem Less Sever". There may be more than one connections between two words, such as emergency and declared. One word may also belong to more than one topics, such as maintenance belongs to topic 1 and topic 2. By line colors, figure  7 can be separated into two parts, where maintenance mainly connects to "Equipment Problem Less Sever", while engine mainly connects to "Equipment Problem Critical". All topic words have good explanations, and the topic network also well exhibits the topic distributions. Figure 6 : the searching result of "Equipment problem" in year 2013 for all airports, in which the upper part is the node table, and the following part is the edge table
Experiment
In this section, we introduce our experiment of OLAP analysis using topic network cube on ASRS reports. ASRS (Aviation Safety Reporting System, http://asrs.arc.nasa.gov) was established to collect incident reports voluntarily submitted by pilots, air traffic controllers, dispatchers, flight attendants, maintenance technicians and other related parties. It is hoped that the information from the ASRS system can support the aviation authorities to identify and address problems in the National Aviation System. We searched 22 abnormal events in year 2013, and got 4279 ASRS reports. In the preprocessing step, some words including symbols, numbers, words with only one character and stop words (http://code.google.com/p/stop-words/) are dropped. The final vocabulary has 19,324 distinct words.
At first, some initial steps must be done before our multi-scale analysis: 1. Do Labeled LDA analysis for all the documents 2. Save its Gibbs sampling outputs into The corresponding topic network is shown in figure 4 . If we want to see the network of topic "equipment problem", we can simply use exec proc gennetwork '1,2' as discussed in section 4.2, and the result is shown in figure 7.
• '15,16' in order to get the topic network of Flight Deck Event, and the result is shown in figure 8 . We can clearly see the difference between these two topics through this figure. words with red lines are about "Flight Deck / Cabin / Aircraft Event Smoke / Fire / Fumes / Odor", which is mainly about smoke, fumes or fire in cabin or cockpit; while words with blue lines are about "other topics", which is mainly about cart or carts event in galley or aisle. To get network of topic "Inflight Event / Encounter Weather / Turbulence" in summer, we use the following SQL statements, and the result is shown in figure 9 (left part).
truncate To get network about topic "Inflight Event / Encounter Weather / Turbulence" in winter, we use the following SQL statements, and the result is shown in figure 9 (right part). Figure 9 is the topic network of abnormal weather in summer (left) and winter (right). Many topic words of them are same, such as weather, encountered moderate or severe turbulence. At the same time, there are also some different topic words, for example, windshear, microburst and thunderstorms in summer, while ice, icing and heat in winter. 
Conclusion
This paper introduces a novel concept of topic network cube and its applications on OLAP analysis of multidimensional text databases. A topic network connects related topic words, not only giving a direct distribution of topic words for specific topics, but also expressing the complex relations among these topic words. Clusters of a topic network further reveals subtopics of it, providing rich and useful information for analyzers. A fact constellation storage model of topic network cube is also discussed. This model contains several dimensions including ordinary dimensions and a topic dimension. Together with GL-LDA and procedures we created, this model can efficiently generate a topic network by a few simple SQL statements, making it an easy way to do multi-scale analysis on every dimension in different granularity. 
